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SPECIAL EDITION NEWSLETTER 2019
Notes from the Field
This special edition of the newsletter contains trip reports, experiences, and highlights
from remote atlassing expeditions during the 2019 season. This summer, staff and volunteers
participated in 10 remote expeditions across the boreal forest and shield completing over 700
point counts, logging hundreds of hours of general atlassing, and encountering over 180
species! Trips ranged from multi-week river paddle trips to short five-day lake excursions, all
totalled covering over 1,000 km of rivers and lakes all during the short 5-week ‘point count’
season.
Planning such efforts takes a great deal of logistical coordination, know-how, and persistence.
Janine McManus spent many months planning trips, meal prepping, and making countless
emails and phone calls to spearheaded the effort to accomplish atlas coverage throughout
the north. Canoes and equipment were acquired and supplemented by generous loans from
volunteers, Prince Albert National Park, and Eb’s Source for Adventure; float planes were
booked and coordinated with Environment and Climate Change Canada collaborators to help
maximise cost efficiencies. Beginning May 15th, Janine put the backcountry crew of five
through a ‘boreal songbird boot camp’. The crew was afforded overnight quarters during
training, cabin use that was generously loaned to the atlas by Tara Sample’s family near
Turtle Lake where the crew honed their birding skills in the species-diverse boreal fringe.
During training we also learned and refined paddling techniques and navigation skills, while
gently acclimatizing to the early morning schedule. This was a good refresher for returning
staff and important training for new crew members. Training wrapped up in late-May, and
the crews began to head off into the wilderness in search of birds.
Remote atlassing expeditions are not for the faint of heart! The sheer remoteness of the work
combined with early morning point counts and the frequent need to traverse difficult land
and water features makes for an experience which is both physically and mentally
demanding. Wind and rain frequently posed challenging conditions, but with patience and
perseverance the paddle teams collected valuable data from hard-to-reach places. Cool
temperatures dominated the summer over much of the north, silver-lining being keeping the
biting insects numbers low at times. We were fortunate to have back-up plans and good
communication to adjust to unexpected weather and other delays travel; circumstances
present themselves, quick-thinking and contingencies smooth out the ‘new plans’.
We hope this edition of the newsletter inspires you to venture into parts unknown during the
upcoming final two summers of the atlas. If an expedition into the forest sounds daunting,
recall that many places in the southern regions still need coverage, particularly out west
which has large chunks of map begging to be explored. We would love to include stories from
your 2019 adventures in the next installments of the newsletter, so please send along your
short write-ups and tell us what inspires your atlassing!
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Duct tape saves the day when volunteer
Stephane Menu’s paddle split on the frontend of the Selwyn Lake and Porcupine River
expedition - Janine McManus

Janine finds an impressive moose skull with
antlers attached - Stephane Menu

Janine paddles through some inclement weather on Selwyn Lake with her paddling
partner Stephane Menu (not pictured) - Janine McManus
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Atlas-led Northern Expeditions
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Wheeler River
By Laura Stewart (Atlas field crew)

Paddlers: Laura Stewart (me), Dana Kellett (volunteer), and Alan Stewart
(AKA Dad, volunteer)
Specs: 9 days, 170 km, 62 species, and 6 squares fully point-counted.
Favourite bird sightings: HUNDREDS of Common Nighthawks, circling
our canoe in broad daylight, booming right on top of us while
approaching rapids, in flocks of dozens circling above us, flushing from
under our feet, in every square… Also a Trumpeter Swan, a Common
Tern colony with eggs, many Red-breasted Mergansers, and lots of
Bonaparte’s Gulls and Rusty Blackbirds.

At the end of the rapids - Dana Kellett

Favourite mammal sighting: Several porcupines, up close and personal.
Best paddling: The last stretch of rapids on the Wheeler, a 2 km stretch
of rapids with lots of boulder-dodging. We managed to run the thing
without touching any rocks!
Worst paddling: Every single one of the other 18 rapids on the trip.
Best diversions: Dinner at the Wheeler River Lodge with the kind folks
there, and a visit to a mine exploration site with miles on miles of drill
cores.

Core samples - Alan Stewart

For the full blow-by-blow trip report, visit my blog here.

Beautiful northern jack pine forest - Dana Kellett

Bonaparte’s Gull - H- Dana Kellett
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Wollaston Lake
By Samantha Musgrave (Atlas field crew)

This summer I had the great pleasure to join Kelly
Courtney, Andrea Griener, and Ron Leduc on a canoe trip
around Wollaston Lake. The trip looked ambitious, with 18
days planned to cover 13 atlas squares. The four of us met for
the first time in Saskatoon, where we excitedly went over our
gear to prepare for the trip. Considering the weather, of
course, was one of the most important things. Would it be
cold? Maybe. Would we get wet? Probably. So, best to be
prepared. After some last minute shopping trips we were
ready to pack up and meet at the lake to begin our
adventure!

Kelly and Ron approaching camp - Samantha Musgrave

Even the best-laid plans are subject to the whims of nature,
and it’s hard to know how to plan for ice! We saw it the first
day, at a distance. To me it didn’t look like it would be a
problem. However, that night while sleeping, you could feel
the chill coming off the lake from that ice, so I knew it was
closer than it looked. I never thought I would experience
canoeing through ice in my life, so that’s something! With ice
impeding our progress, the trip was ultimately shortened to
10 days since there would be no time to paddle to our
intended destination to be picked up by float plane.
Despite the ice the birding was wonderful. Right away we
started seeing Bald Eagles, Ospreys, lots of Common Terns
and Herring Gulls, with a few Bonaparte’s Gulls here and
there. Many warbler species; Wilson’s, Northern Waterthrush,
Yellow-rumped, Black-throated Green, to name a few. Winter
Wrens, Surf Scoters, Rusty Blackbirds, and White-winged
crossbills all made appearances. Dark-eyed Juncos, Chipping,
White-throated and Lincoln’s Sparrows, including a very
memorable one who started its ‘morning’ song at midnight,
just above my tent. Also a treat were Fox and White-crowned
Sparrows. We also had Black Bear and River Otter sightings!

Skirting the ice sheet - Samantha Musgrave

My favourite part of this trip was every time the survey was
done for the day. Not because it’s uncomfortable to get out of
a tent at 2-something in the morning. And not even because
the bush-whacking through the forest with all the black flies,
mosquitoes, and uncertainties around every corner was over Samantha and crew very carefully picking their way out of
(although with uncertainties also come opportunities). But the ice sheet - Andrea Griener
because it is always my favourite moment doing field work:
the re-joining of your crew, the telling of the stories of what everyone’s experiences were that day, and the eating
and sharing of food. The knowledge that when everyone is back at camp again, and the stories have been told and
the bellies are full, that you can crawl back into your tent for a nap after a job well done!
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Summer Summary - Wollaston Lake
By Kelly Courtney (Atlas field crew)

Our fantastic paddling adventure started June 11th when
Samantha Musgrave and I headed to Wollaston Lake on a 10-day
canoe trip with some great volunteers, Ron Leduc and Andrea
Griener! The four of us were fast friends and had some amazing
experiences. The weather on the trip was great overall. On the
second day of our trip we paddled north only a few kilometers
before we ran into ice. The ice was thin but it was a large
extending sheet that closed in on us in a little bay. At first, we
tried to break through using our paddles, but it was too
dangerous. We camped at a lovely beach just 12 kilometers from
our starting point. We named the beach Ground Hog Beach
because each day felt the same; we would wake up, look at the
ice in our small bay, and realize we were still stranded.

Kelly happy to be on the move again - Ron Leduc

We became familiar with the lovely Red-breasted Mergansers in
our bay, as well as two pairs of Loons and a colony of very noisy
Herring Gulls. On June 16th, the ice finally melted, and we were
able to continue our work. Our next camp spot was on some
rocky shore up a connecting river to Hatchet Lake. That evening
we caught a lake trout for dinner and ate it for breakfast as well.
We woke up the next day at 2:10 am to hike into our point count
grid. To get to our grid, I had to walk through a swamp made by
beavers, which was almost impossible to cross without getting
dunked in a beaver canal. I eventually found a dam to cross and
reached my point counts. The way back out from my grid is
where I struggled, with the mosquitos becoming unbearable, the
increasing temperature only added to the discomfort. I was
extremely hot, tired, and starting to get grumpy, and at that
moment a bear decided to make an appearance just 30 feet
away from me. I heard the bear chuffing as I was waist-deep in Ice on Wollaston Lake - Kelly Courtney
the beaver swamp before I saw it. I followed my training and
moved out of the area while making noise. I was still an hour or more from camp. I made it back, but not without seeing
many signs of wolves and bears.
Our trip continued, and we paddle almost 17 km that day, crossing many bays and camping at a beach that was yellow
from pollen that night. That was my favorite sleep. We continued the next day and paddled to Fife Island, which took us
through some amazing straights where we observed suckers spawning, large pikes, river otters, and more than ten
juvenile bald eagles. The next day we finished a point count grid in an extremely rocky area where I observed a Redthroated Loon on a pond in a low-lying area. I also found several Woodland Caribou antler sheds. The trip ended on a
high note with a Long-eared Owl on one of my last days.
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Churchill River - Stanley Mission to Sandy Bay
By Ian Cook (volunteer)

Saskatchewan is a huge, beautiful and diverse
province. The farther north one travels, the more rugged
the terrain gets, the less populated the land is, and the
fewer the roads become. This presents some challenges
for atlassing and requires some effort to cover the
territory, which is extremely rich in breeding birds.
To that end, four long-time naturalists and canoe
trippers from Ontario set out June 15 to paddle the
Churchill River from Stanley Mission north of La Ronge
east to near Sandy Bay, approaching the Manitoba Ian, Mike, Alex, and Chris traversing the famous Frog Skin Portage
Border. It was a wet, wild and wonderful experience.
The Churchill is, of course, one of the most important rivers in all of Canada historically. Our indigenous brethren
have used it for millennia as a travel corridor and their presence is felt with every paddle stroke. Voyageurs travelled
upstream on it for 200 years to access the furs trapped far to the northwest. And virtually all the great explorers of
Canada’s far north -- Thompson, Simpson, Frobisher -- passed over its portages.
Today, the roadless section which we descended seems
to be used hardly at all. From day 2 until our last day we
saw only one group of native fishermen, and many of
the portages and campsites were overgrown or absent.
This made the trip more challenging but at the same
time wonderfully remote.

Mike scouting the line at a set of rapids

The Churchill is really a series of wide lakes linked by
stretches of very big river with strong, unpredictable
current, big rapids and a few impressive falls. We were
obliged to run quite a number of the rapids as portaging
was not an option. This was exciting for some of us and
terrifying for others! But with careful scouting and
planning we descended all without mishap.

For the most part the weather was good and the flies surprisingly benign. We had 3 days of foul weather in the
middle of the trip with a cold steady rain and fairly strong headwinds. We were soaked paddling but remained dry in
our tents. The wet rocks made for some treacherous portages and landings.
Our days consisted of point counting in the morning and general atlassing all day as we paddled to our next
campsite. To that end we typically awoke around 3:30 am as sunrise was about 4:15. After a quick coffee we divided
up to cover as much ground as possible, rendezvousing at around 9 back at the campsite to eat and break camp. We
would then paddle till late afternoon, recording all birds seen and heard en route. By the time we found a campsite,
set up camp, cooked dinner, and documented our findings, we usually fell into the tent exhausted at around 8:30 or
9 pm.
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By far the most challenging aspect of the trip was
accessing and covering the three priority squares that
occurred along the river. Their coordinates for pointcounting are pre-determined, and accessing these points
through almost impenetrable bush tested our sanity at
times! But we were often rewarded with birdy surprises
and delights.
The birding was wonderful. American White Pelicans and
Bald Eagles were our constant companions. A small
wetland rewarded us with a colony of Sedge Wrens. We
found a number of Red-necked Grebe nests, and several
Common Tern colonies. The river was a waterfowl
factory, and we saw hundreds of ducklings. We were
attacked by a pair of Goshawks defending their nest. Cape
May and Bay-breasted Warblers were surprisingly
common. On the last day of point counting two of us were
rewarded with a lovely LeConte’s Sparrow. Perhaps our
rarest find was hearing an Eastern Whip-poor-will calling
one night, one of the most north-westerly individuals
recorded.
In all we travelled about 200 km in 12 days, collecting data
from about 24 atlas squares, and completed 3 priority
squares. Remote atlassing is not easy, but is rewarding
when accomplished with good friends who share one’s
passion for raw wilderness and birds.
Our trip was supported by the amazing staff with the
Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas, in particular Janine,
who patiently answered dozens of e-mails as we
prepared, outfitted us with food packs, picked us up at the
airport and drove us to Stanley Mission. And LeeAnn, who
drove the 8 hours to Sandy Bay, picked us up and returned
us to Saskatoon. Thanks to Eb’s Source for Adventure who
generously loaned us sturdy canoes for the expedition.

American White Pelicans waiting for passing fish—X

A nice surprise, Franklin's Gulls in full breeding plumage but not
likely nesting in the area—X

The Churchill River trip was completed from June 15th to
28th, 2019 for the Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas by Ian
Cook, Chris Evans, Mike Ferguson and Alex Mills.

Morning glow on the Churchill River
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Mudjatik River
By Sara Yeomans (Atlas field crew)

Our exciting adventure on the Mudjatik River began on
June 18th when we were dropped off on Cree Lake for our 17day paddle. While I had been on multi-week backpacking and
canoeing trips before, spending 17-days navigating and paddling
while waking up at 3 am for daily surveys was a whole new
experience: challenging, but incredibly rewarding.
The first few days were tough with upstream paddling,
thunderstorms, long portages, and a curious and unafraid Black
Bear. Thankfully, Laura and I got into a daily rhythm quickly,
cooking many of our meals over the fire and turning in for the
night earlier and earlier each day so to ensure we kept up the
strength for bushwhacking and paddling (I think one day we
were in our tent by 4:30 pm). We had numerous wildlife
sightings, including a bull Moose and what I’m convinced was a
glimpse of a Wolverine (Laura was not as convinced...), and
enjoyed river baths and fresh fish. Once we reached the
Mudjatik, the paddling was pleasant and allowed for excellent
birding as we paddled/floated down the river. On one
particularly pleasant day where we had a much-needed sleep-in
(thanks to high winds and rain), we did some birding after lunch
and came upon a Hermit Thrush nest, Western-wood Peewee
nest, fledgling Chipping Sparrow, and Northern Hawk Owl
fledgling.
After about a week on the Mudjatik, we connected with the
Churchill River where we spent the next 2 days travelling
upstream towards the town of Patuanak for pick-up. Let’s just
say I wouldn’t recommend paddling up the Churchill because we
spent more time swimming than actually paddling. After a
challenging 17 days in the beautiful and unrelenting wilderness,
we made it to town and happily greeted warm showers and
beds!

Hermit Thrush nest with an eg - NE - Sara Yeomans

Taking a short break on the paddle - Sara Yeomans

A few twigs picked up along the Gwillim river - Sara
Yeomans

Camp spot with a view - Sara Yeomans
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Mudjatik River
By Laura Stewart (Atlas field crew)

Paddlers: Sara Yeomans and Laura Stewart
Specs: 17 days, 294 km, 88 species, and 9 squares fully pointcounted.
Favourite bird sightings: Northern Hawk Owl parent with a fledged
young; a Short-eared Owl on the same day; a colony of Common
Terns and Ring-billed Gulls with fuzz-ball chicks; and dozens of
ducklings every day as we paddled along the river.
Favourite mammal sighting: a teeny-tiny mouse that visited our
campsite one morning.

Chile and bannock cooked over the fire - Sara Yeomans

Least favourite mammal sighting: a scruffy black bear who was
very interested in our food barrel and nearly got himself bear
sprayed.
Best paddling: Easy and fun Five Sisters rapids, and a spicy moment
as we dropped over a little ledge at Bear Rapids.
Worst “paddling”: dragging the canoe through chest-deep swamp
all the way down Snag Creek, and floating the canoe upriver for
hours at Drum Rapids on the Churchill.
For the full blow-by-blow trip report, visit my blog here.
Our first campsite on Cree Lake - Laura Stewart

Western Wood-Pewee nest with eggs - NE - Sara Yeomans

Our favourite mouse - Laura Stewart
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Northern Exposure: Mapping Birds in the Boreal
by Pete Davidson (Bird Studies Canada staff)

Canada’s boreal forest is the largest continuous tract of
forest on Earth. In Saskatchewan, it covers about two thirds of
the province, and presents a huge challenge to the first
Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas. To meet this challenge,
careful planning is paramount. Kiel Drake worked with the
Canadian Wildlife Service’s Steve Van Wilgenburg to design an
unbiased sampling method of Boreal habitats (see map of
northern priority squares). Steve and Kiel share an interest in
rigorous survey designs, and have decades of experience
coordinating field crews in remote parts. When the opportunity
arose to join in on a trip to Northern Saskatchewan, I leapt at it.

Boreal forest overlooking Lake Athabasca - Pete Davidson

We flew into the former mining town of Uranium City, a community now
diminished to about a hundred people as the mine sites are decommissioned.
Within five minutes of leaving the airport, a large wolf ran across the road, my
first ever sighting, and a perfect welcome to the north.

Kiel atlassing with Dene guide Dennis
Larocque - Pete Davidson

Our hosts, Dennis and Claire Larocque of Northern Eagle Feather Outfitters,
whisk us across a glassy Lake Athabasca to their lifelong home in Camsell
Portage on the lake’s northern shore. Surf Scoters burst up from the water as
we pass, along with Mew, Bonaparte’s, Herring and Ring-billed gulls. Camsell is
tucked away in a sheltered bay, a former cannery site at the height of
commercial fishing on Lake Athabasca back in the 50s and 60s. Now, just seven
people live there year-round.

Surrounded by old growth boreal forest, we begin on our
plans to atlas for the week. Our ambition is quickly tempered
by the weather: strong northwest winds and periods of rain
set in on day-one, but not before we complete nine point
counts in the a priority square around Camsell. The boreal
point count method involves counting every bird seen or
heard at a random point during a 10-minute period in calm
conditions. The forest bird community is dominated by
Tennessee and Myrtle Warblers, Hermit and Swainson’s
Thrushes, Ruby-crowned Kinglets and Boreal Chickadees, with
Yellow Warblers and Least flycatchers along the birch and Lichen-encrusted old-growth boreal forest - Pete Davidson
willow-lined shores. Although bird diversity and abundance
are low, the forest is enchanting, with huge-girth Black Spruce, Jack Pine, tall Trembling Aspen and White Birch.
Everywhere there is abundant bear and wolf sign: fresh scat and tracks in sandy ground.
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A few trails radiate into the forest from Camsell, but we have
to bushwhack to access the point count locations, making way
through thick tangles of young trees near blow downs,
navigating around bogs and steep rock faces. Completing nine
point counts in a morning, starting hikes at 3am, is physically
and mentally challenging. It only takes one wrong step to
cause an injury, so maintaining focus is important. Kiel and I
atlas independently, but we stay in close touch via satellite
texting on the GPS. Not only is this safety protocol, we are
able to share information and weather news with other Atlas
teams. “Northern Waterthrushes everywhere!” Janine
McManus, atlassing less than 100 km away, texts us. Huh? Kiel
and I only muster to count one in the entire week.

Pete makes notes during an atlassing walk - Kiel Drake

Steve VanWilgenburg, who is with Janine’s crew, says this is the wettest, windiest summer in the boreal in the 20 years
he has worked here. Dennis tells us the past five summers have been consistently windier than any he can remember
in his lifetime. Frustration starts to set in as wind prevents us from completing point counts, and whips up the lake so
that we can’t move to other priority squares. We hear similar tales from the other crews. Our best strategy for
atlassing is to move through the habitat ‘pishing’ constantly to get the attention of nearby birds. It is hard work, with
rewards coming only slowly. Our best find is Pacific Loon, with odd individuals on small lakes in the old growth forest:
this species is not even on the list for the Atlas!

Kiel chats with SaskPower site supervisors Pat and Garth near the
Charlot River dam - Pete Davidson

One option we can take is boating the sheltered shoreline to
SaskPower’s Charlot River dam, in a square to the east.
SaskPower are the generous funders of our atlas work this
week, and we take some time to chat with their site
personnel, Pat and Garth, learning where the various bears
are currently hanging out, and Pat shares his sighting of a
large owl, possibly Great Grey, near one of their work stations
earlier in the day. They kindly take us up the road and show us
an Osprey nest for another piece of confirmed breeding
evidence. The Saskatchewan Atlas made 2019 the Year of
Mentoring, and we take every opportunity to engage and
enthuse those we meet about what we’re doing and how they
can help. Everyone has nature stories and knowledge to share
up here.

When the rain sets in and the temperature drops, we retreat to the warmth of Dennis and Claire’s home, get to know
each other a little and share knowledge and stories of the land and the animals between here and the Arctic. Having
lived his entire life in this landscape, Denis has an encyclopedic knowledge of the mammals, habitats and changes
through time. He is a highly-respected member of the Beverly and Qamanirjuaq Caribou Management Board, and
shares his unique insights about the plight of caribou, and how their decline is driven by unethical (non-traditional)
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hunting. He quizzes us astutely about birds, covering
everything from identifying photos that he has taken in
Camsell, to deeply philosophical questions about why so
much effort is going into learning about birds when they have
little value compared to caribou. We strike a chord about the
interconnectedness of life and how birds indicate
environmental health, and he delights in sharing local names
of the many birds whose songs he has listened to all his life.
The Yellow Warbler is the canary. Redpoll is “buke”. The local
name for Eastern Kingbird is “church bird”, because it only
nests in the church. Swainson’s and Hermit Thrushes are
nightingales. We learn that Eurasian Collared Dove, Western
Meadowlark and Great Blue Heron have turned up recently,
and that Barn Swallow is a recent colonizer.

Dene guide Dennis Larocque displaying his moose antler carvings
at the home he shares with his wife Claire in Camsell Portage Kiel Drake

After five days we finally get a break from the wind and move
to another point count grid by Rogers Lake about 20 km east.
We set up camp along an idyllic sheltered shoreline of a Lake
Athabasca inlet. The surrounding land is a little less hilly than
near Camsell, much of it dominated by an eight year-old
burn, and riddled with fallen trees and new growth. It makes
for hellish traveling – it takes me 30 minutes to cover 300
metres, and I find myself wishing I were a trapeze artist able
to skip along the relentless waist-high boughs. The bird
community is different in this early successional habitat, lots
of White-throated Sparrows, Palm and Wilson’s Warblers,
and Alder Flycatchers. Completing the vegetation data
The camp near Rogers Lake - Kiel Drake
associated with the point count locations, as part of the
boreal monitoring program, really helps us understand the more subtle differences between sites and habitat patches.
The boreal is a rich patchwork of many different forest and wetland habitat types, which is visible at a landscape scale
as we fly over it, but really hits home when completing point counts: geocaching for birds, which takes you to places
you would never normally venture.
The boreal is so vast and inaccessible that the Atlas team is also using automated recording units (ARUs) to help with
the sampling; the ARUs, programmed to record point counts, are picked up later in the year and analyzed after the
field season. Mining companies like Orano and Cameco, and forestry companies like Weyerhaeuser and Tolko
Industries have been a huge help, providing financial and logistical in-kind support helping to deploy these ARUs.
Mapping birds in the Boreal is an all-hands-on-deck effort, and we urge you to consider helping in the last two Atlas
summers. If you’re unable to make it in person, a small donation would be hugely appreciated. It will cost ~$430,000
per year to complete the project. If you haven’t already, please consider making Saskatchewan’s Boreal forest part of
your 2020 travel or giving plans! Visit sk.atlas.ca to get involved.
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Tax Receipts for Atlassing
Expenses

Fundraising Reminder

Bird Studies Canada is able to offer tax
receipts for donations through a cheque
exchange. Volunteer participants can
record their mileage and keep receipts
for other expenses (e.g. food,
accommodation),
complete
an
application form, and mail it along with a
cheque to the Atlas Office. Applications
must be received by 1 December for the
year in which expenses occurred. Visit
the Atlas Travel Support page on the
website for forms and further details.

We express our gratitude to our
supporters as we head into the exciting
part of the year for the Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas. Without
the generous contributions of our supporters and volunteers, this
project would not be possible.

Contact us
306-249-2894
1-844-369-2894 (toll-free)
skatlas@birdscanada.org
sk.birdatlas.ca

A Breeding Bird Atlas requires considerable financial and logistical
support and we greatly appreciate the contributions made by the
members of both the public and private sector. Fundraising for the
project is an ongoing effort, and we still need help coving the bills to
ensure that our coverage targets are met, especially in northern
portions of the province where logistics become a major issue.
Donations of any size by businesses and individuals are welcomed, so
please donate and join our proud list of supporters today!

Veuillez contacter le Bureau de l'Atlas si vous souhaitez recevoir ce document en français.

Supporters

Partner Organizations

Banner photo: Danica Hogan
Silhouettes based on photos by: May Haga
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